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Question
Beginning with H, which form of truss roof uses short beams allowing it to span a
101
length greater than any individual piece of timber?
102 Which award-winning Australian photographer is pictured here?
Which first-person shooter video game developed by id Software and first released
103
in 1993 is shown here?
104 Which government agency's logo is show here?
105 Which clothing manufacturer's logo is show here?
106 Which research biologist was named Australian of the Year in 2000?
107 Which children's TV character is a furry thing?
Currently serving a 5-year prison sentence, which Malaysian politician is picture
here?
What is the real name of this author and comedian, one half of the 'Roy and HG'
109
team?
108

110 Which character did Cameron Diaz voice in the 'Shrek' animated film series?
111

Which British band won the Eurovision Song Contest in 1981 with 'Making Your Mind
Up'?

112 What is the highest denomination banknote used in a standard game of 'Monopoly'?
113 In September 2015 who was elected leader of the British Labour Party?
New Zealand's Valerie Adams has won two Olympic gold medals in which athletic
114
event?
Which French-born nobleman was briefly de-facto ruler of England following an 1264
115
revolt against King Henry III?
116 What does the business-related acronym IPO stand for?
Which leader's 1945 assessment of WW2 was that 'the war situation has developed
117
not necessarily to [country's name] advantage'?
118

The 2002 jukebox musical 'Movin' Out' concerns youths growing up on Long Island in
the 1960s and features the songs of which American singer-songwriter?

What links American Presidents Andrew Johnson, Chester Arthur, Theodore
Roosevelt and Lyndon Johnson?
Which director whose films include 'Nightmare on Elm Street' and the 'Scream' films
120
passed away in August 2015?
121 Which disease is also known as pertussis?
119

It was first proposed by a British anthropologist in 1990 and is anywhere between
100 and 250, though most commonly said to be about 150. Whose eponymous
122
number represents the cognitive limit of the number of people with whom an
individual can maintain stable social relationships at one time?
123 Which fruit is also known as a Chinese gooseberry?
124 Which type of 8-pointed cross appears on the Queensland flag?
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The award-winning 2005 documentary 'Murderball' featured a sport played by
125
athletes with which disability?
Unlike the Oscars, which annual awards ceremony recognises the *worst* films and
126
acting in Hollywood?
Due for release in Australia this December, what is the name of the upcoming 7th
127
instalment of the Star Wars movie saga?
128 Who is the regular host of the ABC TV show which uses the Twitter hashtag #qanda?
129 With 24 titles, what is the most successful football club in Bundesliga history?
130 Which woodchopper was named Tasmanian of the Year in 1995?
The world’s longest scientific experiment, the Pitch Drop project has been running
131
continuously at which university since 1927?
At odds of 33-1, which nation upset South Africa in the opening round of the 2015
132
Rugby World Cup?
Rene Artois, Mimi Labonq and Herr Otto Flick were characters in which 1982-92
133
British TV comedy series?
134 In which country is the resort city of Acapulco?
Which US Chief Justice led the commission into the assassination of President John F
135
Kennedy?
136 American Dennis Tito (b. 1940) was the first tourist to travel where?
137 Which British comedian suffered a heart attack and died on live TV in 1984?
138 A Scouser is a native of which English city?
139 Tucuman, Rosario and Mendoza are among the largest cities in which country?
Not to be confused with a Beatles song, which former Moody Blues guitarist was a
founding member of the band Wings?
141 Which substance's three components are saltpetre, sulphur and charcoal?
Who portrayed the young Indiana Jones in the 1989 film 'Indiana Jones & the Last
142
Crusade'?
143 Which Queensland town is named after a year?
140

144

Beginning with 'c', which word can mean the beat, rate, or measure of any rhythmic
movement or, in cycling, the number of revolutions of the crank per minute?

145 Which country will host the 2018 Winter Olympic Games?
Goal shooter Mwayi Kumwenda was named player of the tournament at the 2015
146 Netball World Cup. Which African country did she represent? They finished the
tournament in sixth place, narrowly losing the 5th/6th playoff to South Africa.
147 What four words is the injury-treatment mnemonic RICE an abbreviation for?
148

Along with the Vuelta a España and Tour de France, which cycling event makes up
the so-called 'Three Grand Tours'?
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149 Which musical was based the 1894 fictional memoir 'Tevye and His Daughters'?
150 'The Straits Times' is the highest selling newspaper in which Asian country?
151
152
153
154
155
156
157

Following Penny Wong, who is currently last in an alphabetical list (by surname) of
Australian senators?
What is the name of the 'intelligent personal assistant' which is a part of the
operating system on Apple phones and tablets?
Which European nation joined the annual Five Nations rugby championship in 2000,
making it the Six Nations?
In which country in the winter sports resort St Moritz located?
Which Queensland centre was named Man of the Match in the first State of Origin
rugby league match in 1980?
Which French rally driver won the World Rally Championship nine consecutive times
from 2004-12?
What does the retail acronym IGA stand for?

158 Which Australian-born (1951) astronaut has spent more that 175 days in space?
Which chemical element with the atomic number 84 did Marie Curie name after the
land of her birth?
160 John Bannon is a former premier of which Australian state?
In astronomy, what name is given to the apparent path of the Sun's motion on the
161
celestial sphere as seen from Earth?
159

162 What four-word warning is the internet-related acronym 'NSFW' short for?
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173

Nicknamed 'The Teflon Don', which mobster (1940-2002) became head of New
York’s Gambino crime family upon the murder of Paul Castellano in 1985?
Which French actress portrayed Julie Vignon de Courcy in Krzysztof Kieślowski's
'Three Colors' trilogy? She was a main character in 'Blue', and a minor character in
the other two.
Which video games company's releases include 'Need for Speed', 'FIFA World Cup',
'Command and Conquer' and 'The Sims'?
Which European country's internet domain is .ch?
Despite some popular success, which Scotsman (1825-1902) is widely regarded by
critics as the worst poet in the history of English literature?
The Minoan civilisation was based on which Mediterranean island?
First published in 1962, which two social scientists developed the first psychometric
questionnaire designed to measure psychological preferences in how individuals
make decisions and perceive the world?
The cities of Ceuta and Melilla are Spanish enclaves that share a border with which
country?
Who produced and directed the 1993 musical comedy film 'Robin Hood: Men in
Tights'?
Which Queensland town is named after the state's first Governor?
Which animal appears on the logo of the Dutch banking company ING?
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175
176
177
178
179

Question
What three-word term denotes the music production formula developed by Phil
Spector in the 1960s? The dense aesthetic created by having a number of electric
and acoustic instrumentalists perform the same parts in unison appears on tracks as
diverse as Bruce Springsteen's 'Born to Run' and The Beach Boys' 'Wouldn't It Be
Nice'?
On which city is the original US version of Monopoly based?
The right bower is the highest ranked card in which card game?
Which virus, closely related to rabies and usually fatal to humans, is commonly
found in Australian bats?
Australia were dismissed for what two-digit score in the first innings of the Fourth
Test of the 2015 Ashes cricket series?
Journalist and author Peter Fitzsimons (b, 1961) represented Australia in which
sport?

180 In baseball, which team always bats in the first-half or 'top' of each inning?
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188

Scottish surgeon and lecturer Dr Joseph Bell (1837-1911) was the inspiration for
which literary character?
'Brent' and 'West Texas Intermediate' are the two major benchmarks for which
commodity?
Which word can mean an indentation on a bottle, a shallow boat or a kick?
Which team were minor premiers in the 2015 NRL competition?
On which sea is the Russian port of Vladivostok situated?
Malignant mesothelioma is a rare form of cancer most commonly caused by
exposure to which substance?
Which science fiction writer created the Daleks and 'Blake's Seven'?
A multi-sport event held every 4 years, the 'Jogos de Lusophony' (aka Lusophony
Games) are primarily attended by athletes speaking which European language?

Which late singer's nicknames included 'The King of Funk', 'Soul Brother Number
One' and 'The Hardest Working Man in Show Business'?
Set in a fictional high school, which Canadian TV franchise has been running almost
190
continually since 1979 across five different incarnations?
191 Which 11 letter word is the fear of fears?
189

192 Who is currently (October 2015) the Canadian head of state?
According to the book of Exodus, where did Moses receive the Ten
193
Commandments?
Composed by Johnny Mandel, what is the three-word title of the theme for the TV
194
show 'M*A*S*H'?
195 Which fashion faux pas does the acronym VPL stand for?
196 How long does each half of a standard field hockey match last?
197 Who has won a record 4 Best Actress Oscars?
198 What is the given name of Frodo Baggins' uncle?
199 Which British band has had Peter Gabriel and Phil Collins as lead singers?
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200 In bingo, which number is nicknamed ‘two little ducks’?
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